Henkel further strengthens its Hair Professional business
with the acquisition of Nattura Laboratories, S.A. de C.V.
Düsseldorf, March 9, 2017

Disclaimer
This information contains forward-looking statements which are based on current estimates
and assumptions made by the corporate management of Henkel AG & Co. KGaA. Statements
with respect to the future are characterized by the use of words such as “expect”, “intend”,
“plan”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “estimate”, and similar terms. Such statements are not to be
understood as in any way guaranteeing that those expectations will turn out to be accurate.
Future performance and results actually achieved by Henkel AG & Co. KGaA and its affiliated
companies depend on a number of risks and uncertainties and may therefore differ
materially from the forward-looking statements. Many of these factors are outside Henkel’s
control and cannot be accurately estimated in advance, such as the future economic
environment and the actions of competitors and others involved in the marketplace. Henkel
neither plans nor undertakes to update any forward-looking statements. This document has
been issued for information purposes only and is not intended to constitute an investment
advice or an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities.
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Henkel to acquire Mexico-based Nattura Laboratories,
S.A. de CV and associated companies

Sales

Scope

Financing

> € 100 million

100% of capital

Cash / Debt
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Nattura Laboratories: Attractive portfolio with leading
positions in Hair Professional
Strong brands

Attractive market

Strong hair professional brands

Focus on hair professional market in Mexico & US

Unique positioning

Leading position in Mexico, strong in US Color
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Nattura Laboratories: Hair Professional brands with
unique positioning
Pravana

Fashion-forward
Focus on Color

Tec Italy

Advanced Technology
Focus on Care & Styling
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Strategic Rationale: The acquisition further strengthens
Henkel’s Hair Professional business
 Acquisition reinforces Henkel’s global # 3 position in the hair professional market
 Strengthens Henkel’s Hair Professional business in both the emerging and
mature markets

 Henkel advances to leading position in Mexican hair professional market
 Expansion of Henkel’s # 3 position in US hair professional market, the single biggest
market world wide

 Portfolio of complementary, leading brands in Henkel’s core category Hair Professional
 Platform for further growth in the attractive market of Latin America
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Thank you!

